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Chapter 1 : Mr. Cranky - Wikipedia
Cranky's reviews have made me cry with laughter over the years. I am glad to finally have the opportunity to keep them
in a nicely bound book on my bookshelf instead of all those pesky printed pages of copyrighted material.

Cranky Movie Reviews logo If you find that most films fill you with nothing but loathing and contempt, then
Mr. Cranky movie reviews will be right up your alley. Cranky puts forth the notion that all movies suck:
Represented by a purple, self-gagging frowny-face, Mr. Cranky rates all films on a six-step scale. The best
rating a film can receive is one bomb, and the bomb ratings go all the way up to four. But not all reviews
found on the site are so negative. Each year around Halloween, a guest reviewer named Mr. Smiley drops buy
to give the good news about Hollywood films. The exact opposite of the Mr. Cranky movie reviews, Mr. In , it
appeared as though Mr. Cranky Rates the Movies. The Crankiest Movie Reviews Ever. Spice World â€” Mr.
Cranky sums up this film in just three short words. Max Payne â€” Another atomic bomb rating, this time for
the stylized cop tale starring Marky Mark minus the Funky Bunch. There is a plot with the depth of a baby
pool, and it exists solely to drag the audience to the next scene, but that next scene is almost never a shootout
or a slaughter. Instead we get another noir or crime cliche that has somehow become more boring than it
already was. Casablanca can now fall silent: As the end of the twentieth century nears, Good Burger has
achieved cinematic perfection. I Am Sam â€” Another atomic bomb rating, this time for a film about a
mentally challenged man Sean Penn who fights to keep custody of his daughter with the help of a scrappy
lawyer Michelle Pfeiffer. Needless to say, he was more than a little confused and pissed off. Cranky movie
reviews, be sure to visit his official site.
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Mr. Cranky is the author of Shadowculture's Mr. Cranky Presents ( avg rating, 1 rating, 0 reviews, published ).

No, actually, your late, baseball-loving grandfather never did it. The World Series was played during the day
back then. No, no, no, no and no. Get off my lawn, you damn kids! October could conceivably be Mr. The
baseball-industrial complex has gotten used to that, as evidenced by all the cool cold-weather gear worn this
week by the Red Sox and Dodgers that undoubtedly will be bought as holiday gifts by all of us wannabes
already anticipating the arrival of pitchers and catchers in February. In these days of dinnertime darkness and
fall-semester academic commitments, the National Pastime has become the National Past-Your-Bedtime.
Game 1 of the World Series began on Tuesday night at 8: One of your key target demographics needs to finish
its homework and brush its teeth. Baseball wants and needs to corral younger fans. That much is certain. This
makes sense both tactically and strategically. So why, then, ensure that the electrically charged season climax
is either a off limits to those who live in stricter households or b a source of scratchiness between parents and
kids otherwise predisposed to love baseball together and not have it come between them? Yes, you need to
have night games. Yes, the networks call some of the time-slot shots. That extra hour could make all of this
accessible to so many more people and ensure that your family fans, tucked away in their homes with
Halloween pumpkins out front, are shouting at the screen together and not at each other. Take it from those
shouting up at you from the parent-child trenches: This is probably an issue that warrants a committee or a
task force or a bipartisan commission, if not a special prosecutor. The Red Sox, bolstered by J. On the floor,
wrapped in a blanket like an oversized convenience-store burrito, lies an almostyear-old baseball fan who
spent the earlier part of the evening beseeching his father to let him stay up and watch. And watch he did,
raptly â€” through about the sixth inning. Eight hours later, on Thursday morning, some of his first words as
he begins his daily resistance to getting out of bed and getting moving for school are these: And we smile,
knowingly, at the pleasant, American subversiveness of it all â€” kids who loved and love baseball so much
that they instigate mild rebellions to avoid bedtime and get their fixes. Bear that in mind, Major League
Baseball, as you decide on start times for the games we once dreamed of playing in and now would like to let
our sweet but occasionally combative children watch unfettered. Now get off my lawn. Follow him on Twitter
at anthonyted.
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This article is within the scope of WikiProject Journalism, a collaborative effort to improve the coverage of Journalism on
Wikipedia. If you would like to participate, please visit the project page, where you can join the discussion and see a list
of open tasks.

Many of our articles have direct quotes from sources you can cite, within the Wikipedia article! See more info
or our list of citable articles. Encyclopedia From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Mr. Cranky, a satirical film
critic , was created in by Jason Katzman and Hans Bjordahl. The Cranky personae premises that all movies are
terrible; at issue, solely, is the severity of pain, insult, discomfort or idiocy projected, injected, ingested,
subjected or otherwise presented. There are no good films in the Cranky pantheon; only films which inflict
greater or lesser suffering. Cranky website is a comment on an uncritical film-reviewing culture. The movies
are rated on a six-step scale, with the least worst i. Movies deemed particularly offensive receive a Dynamite
or "Boomstick" rating. The worst films i. In October , a "guest reviewer" named Mr. Smiley is a mirror
opposite of the Mr. Smiley is a stereotypical smiley face smelling a pink Freesia flower, appearing every year
near Halloween. Consistent with the theme, the Smiley character has a rising five-step scale going from one
smiley face to the " Prozacerrific! Smilely was an effective ironic tool used to comment on the deficiencies of
uncritical analysis and review. Cranky Rates the Movies. The character was created for a Colorado -based
website named XOR. The website launched on October third, a date that Crankylanders see below sometimes
refer to as "Cranktoberfest". Cranky reviews also appear on the Chicago Tribune website. Hans Bjordahl
worked on Where the Buffalo Roam , the first internet comic strip, and is currently employed by Microsoft.
Retirement and continuance On July 3, , the homepage stated, "Mr. Infamous Site to Call it Quits August 31,
Cranky, has decided to shut down Cranky" forum will be open for fans to search and recall the past. The site
has been redesigned, and new reviews are being posted. Posts on the site indicate that the original Mr. Cranky
team is still involved, but new reviews are contributed by other writers as well.
Chapter 4 : 16 MPs receive free tickets from betting firms - BBC News
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Shadowculture's Mr. Cranky Presents: The Crankiest Movie
Reviews Ever at calendrierdelascience.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Chapter 5 : Ocellus | My Little Pony Friendship is Magic Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
In , it appeared as though Mr. Cranky was calling it quits, but fortunately for cynics and curmudgeons, the site is still in
operation at Shadowculture's Mr. Cranky Rates the Movies. You can also catch the reviews over at the Chicago Tribune
website, as well as purchasing their book, Shadowculture's Mr. Cranky Presents: The

Chapter 6 : Mr. Cranky (Author of Shadowculture's Mr. Cranky Presents)
Yes, THAT Mr. Cranky, the internationally famous movie critic who savages all films on a one-bomb to four-bomb scale.
Hans cannot claim the identity of Mr. Cranky himself, nor can he reveal it, as that is a closely guarded trade secret.

Chapter 7 : Culture | Playing in the World Game
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Mr. Cranky, a satirical film critic, was created in by Jason Katzman and Hans
calendrierdelascience.com Cranky personae premises that all movies are terrible; at issue, solely, is the severity of pain,
insult, discomfort or idiocy projected, injected, ingested, subjected or otherwise presented.

Chapter 8 : Mr. Cranky - The Full Wiki
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Mr. Cranky, a satirical film critic, was created in by Jason Katzman and Hans Bjordahl. The Cranky personae premises
that all films are terrible; at issue, solely, is the degree.

Chapter 9 : Where the Buffalo Roam | The Internet's First Comic Strip | The Story
So, it turns out that the cool cat billed as "No Drama Obama" by his sycophants is actually quite the drama queen. While
the White House publicly pretends to ignore conservative detractors of his.
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